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GAME FREAK ANNOUNCES THE LAUNCH OF “GIGA WRECKER” ON STEAM 

 

Tokyo, Japan - GAME FREAK (Setagaya-ku, Tokyo. President and representative 

director: Satoshi Tajiri) is pleased to announce the release of the new action game 

title “GIGA WRECKER”, for Early Access on the online gaming platform Steam.  

 

 

 

  



GIGA WRECKER is a 2D physics-puzzle action game originally developed and published 

by GAME FREAK. 

The player character is a cyborg girl, who has the power of reconstructing debris 

and scraps into various weapons, and explores a world invaded by an army of mysterious 

robots.  

 

  

   

  

※ Game is under development. Pictures and game designs may vary from the final release 

version. 

 

  



【Key Features of GIGA WRECKER】 

・Mixture of exploration and physics 

In this game, players can enjoy a mixture of physics and stage exploration, such as 

smashing down towering walls, climbing high cliffs by using rubbles as platform. 

 

・Combination of puzzle and action 

Not just smashing through obstacles, players can enjoy the achievement of solving 

puzzles and gimmicks, by choosing the suitable weapon for each situation and judging 

which part of an object to break. 

 

・Special abilities 

The player character has the ability called ARCHE（ARms Creating and Handling Effect）, 

the power to reconstruct rubbles and scraps from broken objects into various weapons. 

Each weapon has its own unique effect, and will help the player to explore through 

the world. 

 

【Developer’s Comment】 

 

This is our first opportunity to release a game title on Early Access. 

By receiving feedback, suggestions and absorbing great ideas from users, we believe 

that we can increase the quality of this game much more. We are excited and looking 

forward to communicating with users and making GIGA WRECKER together with everyone. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

【Update Schedules】 

During Early Access, monthly updates are planned. 

 

・Stages and bosses 

Additional stages and bosses will be added upon update. (At launch the game starts 

with 1 stage and boss.) 

 

・Story expansion 

The Early Access version is customized so users can try out all the basic gameplay. 

When certain number of stages are added, the game will be updated together with the 

main story. 

 

・Level editor 

The Level Editor will be regularly updated, including usability improvements and new 

map objects. 

 

Also additional contents are planned for users to enjoy GIGA WRECKER much more. 

 

＜Product Description＞ 

Title: GIGA WRECKER 

Steam website: http://store.steampowered.com/app/454410/ 

Genre: 2D physics-puzzle action 

Platform: PC 

Price: $14.99   ※This price is for the Early Access version 

Developer, Publisher: GAME FREAK 

 

【Contacts】 

GAME FREAK inc.  

GIGA WRECKER Support Mail：support_giga_wrecker@gamefreak.co.jp 

http://www.gamefreak.co.jp/ 

(C) 2016 GAME FREAK inc. 
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